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ABSTRACT

PT. Hewlett-Packard Indonesia has already had a strong presence in Indonesian computer market. But to be able to compete in such fast-changing industry where technology breakthrough happens in a blink of an eye, HP realized that a new marketing strategy is needed to keep their nearest competitor at an arm length. The marketing strategy that HP Indonesia wants to implements was an experiential marketing strategy in the form of a dedicated demo center. After a year of the its existence, the demo center had able to meet the objective that was being targeted by HP Indonesia and had able to set a benchmark on how to properly implement an experiential marketing strategy in Indonesian IT market.

This thesis was made to analyze what were HP Indonesia key success factor on crafting, planning, and implementing an experiential marketing strategy. How HP done it was by correctly understand their consumer insight, their competitive environment, and the company’s internal and external factors. For this case study analysis, the author conducted an interview with HP Indonesia Marketing Communication Team and by observing the demo center itself.
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